Drivers for ERP cloud adoption

Managing the entire business operation is mission-critical for organizations wanting to modernize their maintenance-heavy siloes of legacy applications that don’t sync effectively with the demands of today’s business. A cloud-based system streamlines the processing of information across various departments in the organization, reducing complexity, response time, time-to-market, and cost. Consequently, the efficiencies gained in operations lead to data consistency, faster decision making, and business benefits. For example, a cloud-powered finance department can access accurate data in real-time from any location and deliver faster realization of revenue. As per multiple reports, cloud delivers 4 times more ROI than on-premises applications, allowing organizations that have migrated to ERP cloud to overcome the business challenges arising from highly customized, disparate, and outdated systems. When an ERP cloud is maintained by service providers like Cognizant, an organization can rely on the service provider for updates management that bring continuity to the cloud journey it has adopted.
Cognizant® SwiftCloud ERP Services is a Trusted Advisor for customers in their digital transformation journey. It is futuristic and facilitates modern finance solutions for taxation, billing and compliance, value map and financial consolidation. Key focus areas include design of future operating models compatible with business and tax regulation changes, financial processes harmonization including M&A, and compliance to changes in IFRS / tax regulations. By leveraging Cognizant® SwiftCloud ERP Services, finance teams can free themselves from routine transaction-processing and devote more time to strategic activities.

Our go-to-market SwiftCloud solutions around Oracle Cloud Applications help customers deploy Oracle ERP Cloud faster and lower TCO. They provide implementation enablers, accelerators and RPA based configuration automation to easily manage complex tasks, centralize management of tasks, faster implementations, and improved financial performance. We are also a leading Oracle partner for Cloud Rescue Projects (troubled projects for other SIs), where other SIs haven’t been successful.

End-to-end service offering

Our end-to-end offering of services in Cognizant® SwiftCloud ERP Services include advisory services, full-service cloud implementation, organizational change management, quality assurance / validation, ROI analysis and cloud managed services. We kickstart with our Advisory offering for the ERP cloud migration journey and move ahead in effectively planning and executing the Oracle ERP Cloud implementation. Customers drive continuous business improvements leveraging our Post Implementation services. We evaluate the preparedness of customer’s systems to update new functionality released by Oracle ERP Cloud and measure the business impact the new features will provide to the customer. We incorporate automation and advanced tools to manage feature updates intelligently.

With Cognizant’s experience in cloud transformation, customers receive a fully integrated global system from point of sale to back office to procurement to financials to HR and payroll. We are one of the few global SIs with multi-pillar cloud implementation capability across domains.
Customer success

Royal Vopak implements Oracle ERP Cloud to optimize operations, increase agility and improve services.

Vopak was looking for transformation of disparate enterprise processes across 19 countries into standard global processes, improve operational finance cost saving by 20% and increase transparency standards and assurance of quality and control of governance, processes, and IT. With Cognizant as an end-to-end implementation partner for digital transformation, Vopak significantly reduced operational costs, with savings on some back-office functions as high as 20%. Cognizant with the power of Oracle’s ERP Cloud optimized operations, increased agility, and improved services – established one global way of working in 19 countries across 5 continents.

Danzas accelerates operations with migration to Oracle ERP Cloud.

Danzas wanted to modernize its ERP systems, including back-office and core operations. Its legacy systems were leading to manual and time-consuming processes, resulting in delays during month-end closure due to reconciliation issues from multiple case collection centers. Cognizant implemented Oracle Financials, Procurement & Supplier Management Cloud suite in 28 weeks and increased agility by removing the need to maintain an ERP platform on-premises. The solution automated overall reconciliation process and reduced revenue leakage.

Cloud migration accelerator suite for faster ROI and quick insights

Our Cloud Accelerator Suite are a collection of Cognizant’s digital assets to accelerate Oracle Cloud transformation journey, delivering 35% efforts automation. Key accelerators are:

- **Cloud Process Assets Library**: Repository of ERP processes from L1 to L3 / L4 developed from cloud standard processes. Reduces Cloud Map phase by 20%.

- **Cloud Configurator**: Automates configuration using RPA, reduces configuration cycle time by 20-25%.

- **Cloud Application Testing (CAT)**: 4000+ automated test scripts for effective Cloud Technical Migration, reduces testing efforts by 20%.

- **Cloud Central Integration (CCI)**: Managed integration platform with 150+ pre-built integrations providing 25% effort savings.

- **Catalyst**: OCM asset or training tool kit for developers (internal or customer IT) and business users, providing 10% savings.
Why Cognizant?

**Oracle ERP Cloud Adoption Success:** An Oracle ERP Cloud Champion, having implemented “almost” every ERP cloud native module. Early adopter of 6 Oracle Finance Cloud modules with expertise across 70+ Oracle Cloud modules.

**SwiftCloud Industry Solutions:** Niche industry solutions jointly developed with Oracle, addressing industry specific business challenges that are not addressed by Oracle Cloud Applications. Oracle’s #1 Cloud Consulting partner for niche industries.

**Leading Oracle Cloud Partner:** 23+ years Oracle Partner with 85% of our consultants Oracle Cloud Certified. Ranked 3rd in the world with the highest number of Oracle Cloud certifications. Ranked among Top 2 SIs in Modern Oracle Partner Network (OPN) for Oracle Cloud Service expertise.

**Preconfigured ERP cloud Solutions:** Includes franchisee fees reconciliation, tax compliance for railroad, billing solutions to handle complex business processes, central cash flow model, and point solutions for migrating Hyperion to Oracle EPM Cloud.